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SHOW BUSINESS -SOME FURTHER THOUGHTS
J. Carroll Reiners, Landscape Architect Sacramento, California

Appearing in the January 1956 "Cam- You have wondered by now what the
ellia Bulletin" was an article by Dr. John foregoing has to do with show design.
Lawson titled "Show Business". Because The answer is that organized workers
of this splendid article I have been asked and willingness to work means every-
to add my thoughts relative to the plan- thing to the designer. The scope of the
ning and staging of a Camellia Show. show is determined by the number of

Of inestimable value to the show de- helpers available. The general trend for
signer is his interest in Camellias, knowI- all shows is to get larger and larger, and
edge of what has happened in previous more help has to be solicited as the pro-
shows and acquaintance with the members duction enlarges. Often allied societies
of the club or society which is staging and other organizations experienced in
the show. You know, putting on a show shows can be induced to help.
is fun but its success is assured only as The amount of elaboration is deter-
101?g as it remains fun for. the member- mined pretty much by the amount of
shIp. Whether the show IS for a small funds available. Where funds are limited
gard~n club, County Fair, Stat.e Fai~ or (and I have yet to see a fat show allow-
speCIalty club. such as a Camel!Ja SOClety, ance) the show designer should plan his
the problem IS nearly alw~ys th.e same- props so that the materials are portable
,gettmg people to. work. It IS ~o Impor.rant for easy storage and re-adaptation by cut-
for the show chaltman and hIS committee ting, splicing, etc., for use in following
to know the members well, ~o that each years. A fair inventory of materials can
w.o!ker can be e,:plo!ed for hiS best capa- often be accumulated this way and con-
bIllty. Along thiS Illle, and often over- siderably cut down annual cost.
looked, is the necessity of. e?listi1?g the A word of advice must be strongly of-
help of new m~mbers; thl~ !S stnctly a fered here. If you are overly pleased with
one-man committee proposition of con- thl's year's sho I 0 t-d 't t 't. d I'" h' hI' w ay u on repea I.tactlng an so ICltlng t elr e p on Illter- The worst thl'ng h. . . any s ow management
estl.ng Jobs, usua!Iy on the smaller det~lis can do is to repeat a layout because it
whICh can acqualllt the new me~ber With worked well. The quickest way to kill
the show problems as well as hIS fellow- public interest is to produce the same
workers. " thing twice. Never cease thinking ahead.

Few show ~halrmen give a.ny thought The big reason for recommending an
to the successIOn c:f talent whIch must be assistant show chairman and an assistant
gro~med and carned forward to th~ next show designer is for better stimulating
year s show. Too often the.same ~Istakes the correlation of the current show with
are repea.te:I an? these mistakes mclude the next year's production. Almost any
the admlnIstratlv~ acknowledgments as designer will tell you that he has next
well as the d~slgn pr~blems. Seldom year's show plans in his head while this
should a co~mlttee consist of onlf one year's show is being staged. The assistants
person. For mstance, the .show ch~lrman will most certainly go to their new chair-
should alw~ys have an assIstant ~halrma?, manships with pocketsful of notes and
one who wlil take over the chairmanship . ds f II f'd 'f' h. .. mm u 0 I eas, I given t e oppor-
for the followmg year. The assistant chalr- t' t p t' . . II d '1 f h. unity 0 ar IClpate m a etaI sot eman mayor may not have heavy responsl- h
b 'I" b h h Id b f present sow.I ltIes ut e s ou e aware 0 every ,.. .
problem so that he knows perfectly what Now. let s !Jst the I?am elements m-
to do when he assumes his duties the volved 10 the show deSign or layout; they
following year. This recommendation fol- are (1) circulation-to handle the ~rowds;
lows for practically all committees such (2) placement-fo! e~se of settlllg up
as planning, schedule, classification, judges, the show .and reglStenn? blooms; and
trophies, awards, publicity, etc. It's not too (3) selection-and location of the ex-
hard to interest the enthusiast. hibits of the show for best advantage.
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Circulation
No matter how large or small the show

this is the prime factor in laying out th~
table arrangement for the show. For the
larger exhibitions which attract many
thousands of people for the usual two
day period this circulatIon is exception
ally Important. Productions displayed in
doors will usually be cramped for space.
Generally speaking, circulation ways
should not be less than ten feet in widtn
eight feet being the absolute minimum:
Large spaces are needed at the entrance
to the showing area and at important
focal points such as information stations
trophy display, and especially in tiora!
arrangement sections where the critic
needs distance to view adjacent entries
for comparison. Circulation patterns
should always flow to the right and be
self-dtrected so that the traffic always ap
proaches the entry nomenclature at A and
continues through Z.

Placement
The. i~por.tance of the ease of place

ment IS III direct proportion to the size
of the show. The designer faces a major
problem in large shows where several
thousand blooms are entered in the mat
ter of three to four hours. Show layout
must provide for the temporary location
of many registration tables near the en
trance to the exhibiting bloom placement
ar~a. It is even helpful to have a show plan
laid out on each registration table. Table
locations for the exhibits must be con
venientlr arranged for quick access from
registratIon to placement with the mini
mum of confusion. Each show table must
be cle~rly marked for its use. Nursery,
educatIonal, and demonstrative exhibits
are best located away from this confusing
traffic so that last minute "clean-ups" here
do not interfere with bloom entrance.
Boxed or potted classes usually require
hand truck moving to final placement;
these should be located near to the build
ing service entrance to eliminate crossing
the floor where single bloom entries are
~eing placed. The flower arrangement sec
tIOn should be treated somewhat like an
art gallery exhibition. If possible, it is
desirable that it create its own atmosphere
free from the general hubbub of the horti-

~ultural section. The arrangement section
IS a drawing card in its own right and
should be recognized as such. Both the
horticultural sections and the arrangement
:ections .require many work tables placed
Ill. the aisles .for the entrant's work space,
pnor to puttIllg the entries in place. Space
horticultural work tables twenty feet apart
and arrangement work tables ten feet
apart.

Selection and Location of Exhibits
Any Camellia fan likes to call out the

good news to the world every time he
has a new and beautiful bloom unfold
and the Camellia show and its accom
panying ribbons and trophy awards are
the .ultimate "proof of the pudding" of his
achievement. But let's not lose sight of
the fact, in our zeal for the ribbon that
t?e show should be primarily an ~duca
tIonal affair, aimed to encourage new and
better members as the life line of future
shows.

The display of thousands of blooms
lying flat upon the tables is, after a fash
ion, educational in the infinite variations
of blooms grown but does not alone bal
ance the picture of the worth of the
Camellia. A balanced show, in addition
to the above floriculture display, should
tell what the Camellia is doing the other
~en months that it is not blooming. Here
IS where the fo!lowing displays are help
ful; boxed speCImens, a competitive class
with stems eight to twelve inches long
and not disbudded to show the natural
wowt~ habit of the Camellia, a propaga
tIon display or displays (both seeds and
gr.af.ting ~, displays showing a Camellia
cllll1C With samples of all Camellia ills
and how to correct the maladies, how to
use Camellias (interest some Landscape,
Nursery, or Garden Society to include a
garden display), floral arrangement sec
tion showing how to enjoy the flowers
in~oors, and last, but not least, a good
pnnted program full of interesting and
stimulating articles mostly aimed at edu
cating the Camellia neophyte.

Location
Locating the above items is not hard

to do on a scale drawing of the hall or
auditorium where the show is scheduled

(Continued on Page 18)



Los Angeles, California

Britain's most eminent camellia botanist,
takes the opposite view and was, I be
lieve, able to convince Colonel Stevenson
Clark that he had made a mistake.

The chromosome count of e. williamsii
is 30, whereas the corresponding number
for SALUTATION is 60-a fact support
ing the views of the Head Gardener and
myself.

At Exbury, the Rothschild Estate near
Southampton in Southern England, two
different varieties of reticulata x saluen
ensis were developed, both having the
wild form of e. reticulata as a parent.
They are "INSPIRATION," having Phlox
Pink semidouble blossoms about 3Y:z
inches in diameter, and "INAMORATA,"
having a medium sized pink single blos
som and very dark green, large-leaved
foliage which makes the plant outstand
ing. Both varieties have flowered at "Park
Hill," where we reside.

INAMORATA is of special interest
botanically as it is the only known ca
mellia classified as a "pentaploid," that
is, having a chromosome count of 75.

Another reticulata x saluenensis cross
is reported from New Zealand under the
varietal name, "PHIL DOAK." This pro
duces light pink single blossoms and like
wise has flowered at Park Hill. The plant
is not yet large enough to determine its
other characteristics.

As would be expected, all of these hy
brids seem to be sterile-they do not pro
duce seeds. Of the entire lot, the only
really interesting variety is INAMO
RATA, which is scheduled for general
release in 1960. This item should develop
into a rather beautiful flowering tree
"having large and attractive dark green
leaves. The reproduction of any of these
plants can best be accomplished by cleft
grafting.

It is to be hoped that there will be
further and more extensive experiments
in this field. It would be especially help
ful to produce combinations of saluen
ensis with the large flowered Kunming
reticulatas as the other parent.

The Camellia Bulletin

SALUENENSIS X RETICULATA
Ralph Peer

About the year 1927, the famous Brit
ish plant explorer, George Forrest, sent
back to his sponsors in England several
packages of seeds marked "thea speciosa."
He explained that these were camellia
like plants which he had found growing
in Yunnan, the most southerly province
of China. These seeds when germinated
turned out to be three different species.
The description "speciosa" was aban
doned. British experts were able to de
termine by comparison with herbarium
specimens that these packages contained:

e. reticulata
e. saluenensis
e. pitardii var., yunnanensis

During the years between 1930 and
1940 there seem to have been many hy
brids produced in England between salu
enensis and japonica. Collectively, they
are known as "e. williamsii," the two
most famous examples being "J. e. WIL
LIAMS" and "DONATION."

At his estate, "Borde Hill," in Sussex,
south of London, Colonel Stevenson Clark
successfully crossed e. reticulata "Captain
Rawes," and e. saluenensis, producing the
beautiful hybrid "SALUTATION." This
plant was given an Award of Merit by the
Royal Horticultural Society in 1936. Sev
eral years later, a controversy arose as to
whether this varietv does or does not have
reticulata as one parent. I did not have
the opportunity to meet Colonel Steven
son Clark, but did discuss this subject
with his Head Gardener during a visit to
Borde Hill. This man was most emphatic
in declaring he, personally, had applied
the pollen and that he was quite sure
that the result was reticulata x saluen
ensis. Both amateur and professional gar
deners disagree-some profess to find
indications of reticulata parentage while
others are inclined to think this is a

. japonica x saluenensis hybrid. Having seen
the original plant growing at Borde Hill,
and having discussed the subject with the
Head Gardener, I belong to the group
adhering to the original determination,
reticulata x saluenensis. Mr. Robert Sealy,

5
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SALUENENSIS vs. SASANQUA
The discussion of Camellia sasanqua in

our last issue has given rise to some re
flection and probably due to the fact that
C. saluenemis and some of its hybrids
came into bloom here almost simulta
neously with our October number, it was
perhaps inevitable that comparisons
would suggest themselves. The writer
happens to be of opinion that the fashion
in camellias within a few years will be,
perhaps not altered, but at least broad
ened because it seems inevitable that the
earliness, hardiness and ethereal beauty of
saluenemis and its cuspidata and japonica
hybrids offers so much attraction as to be
irresistible. Particularly is this likely to
be true where the ladies are concerned,
because of their greater appreciation of
delicate beauty.

From all reports, in the more rigorous
climate of Britain C. saluenensis far out
performs sasanqua; in fact, the latter spe
cies is not even grown extensively there.
One would think from the extremely
delicate-looking blossom of the species
Salttenemis that it would not have much
hardiness; however, according to our in
formation it is more cold resistant than
all three of the more popular (in this
country) species. That very desirable
characteristic is undoubtedly what
prompted the late J. C. Williams to make
the japonica cross-in the hope that it
would impart more hardiness to the hy
brid and, at the same time, yield a larger,
more showy flower. We would not say
a more beautiful flower, because the sal
uenenis bloom has as much beauty in its
type as has reticulata in the massive cate
gory of camellia. Saluenemis also has the
very neat habit of dropping its blooms
intact when spent and keeping itself tidy.
Where a small leaf pattern is desired, it
fills the bill perfectly with a dull shade
of green that is modest and retiring.

The species saluenemis is so new to this
country that there are few sizeable estab
lished plants but, as one of the outstand
ing characteristics of its hybrid offspring
is compactness, it must have inherently a
neat habit of growth. The blooms are not
particularly long-lasting, although more
so than is the case with the average sasan-

qua, and this is particularly true of the
better japonica hybrid forms, such as
"Donation," "Margaret Waterhouse" and
"J. C. Waterhouse." When combined with
the species Cuspidata, there is a new foli
age pattern and growth and blooming
habit, as well as flower. The plant tends
to become more willowy, much more
heavily blossomed to the point of an ax
illary, or mass blooming characteristic, the
leaves narrower and more sharply pointed
(cuspid), giving a completely new effect
as a blooming plant. The long, willowy
branches, blooming up the stem through
out its entire length, in conjunction with
the small, delicate flowers, make a plant
ideally suited to hanging-basket or other
pendant usage. The effect reminds one of
the graceful plumes of spirea (Bridal
Wreath). As a ground cover, the saluen
ensis x cuspidata hybrids should prove
to be superb. Some of these have now
been further crossed with japonica, giving
rise to blooms of larger size, newer flower
forms including peonyform, new color
shades-in fact, a whole new type has
been developed.

All of these hybrids seem to be fairly
early bloomers, although the innumerable
combinations that are beginning to ap
pear will undoubtedly introduce lengthen
ing of the season, to the point they will
dovetail with the japonicas. It is the opin
ion of the writer that, unless sasanquas can
likewise be improved through hybridizing
with other species, so as to overcome the
short life of the bloom, particularly, they
are seriously in danger of being obscured
by the fast-coming saluenensis hybrids.
Certain it is that the latter, particularly in
the second-generation seedlings, have
some rather terrific potentialities in the
way of hardiness, vigor, ease of propaga
tion, grace and individuality in color
shadings, with some of the orchid-type
tints that are rather rare in camellias.

Because the introduction of C. saluen
ensis into this country is comparatively
recent, breeding of it here has only just
begun. However, one familiar with this
unimposing but alluring little gem can
not fail to be impressed with its many

(Continued on Page 18)
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TRY THIS ON YOUR CAMELLIA

7

John D. Lawson, M.D.

Until recently camellia purchasers gen
erally fell into one or the other of two
categories: The individual who had seen
the plant and flower and wished to further
his landscape by the addition of the ca
mellia; and the camellia fancier who al
ready had experience with the species
and wished to further his collection. This
is no longer the case. With the advent
of the landscape architect's interest in the
use of the camellia, and the appreciation
by the public of the plant and flower
many new uses are being made of ca
mellias.

The most avid of camellia enthusiasts,
the collector, is generally interested in
showing his flowers. For him there are
many developments in the camellia world
including the various new seedlings and
sports. It is not my intent in this article
to advise the collector. He keeps abreast
of developments through the various pub
lications on the subject, swaps scions,
makes a few grafts, sets in a few cuttings,
waters, fertilizes, and does all of the other
things which are usually necessary in the
development of show flowers. As soon as
something new is on the market he must
have it, and many times is sadly disillu
sioned with what he gets. His plants are
generally container-grown, and the assort
ment of containers is sometimes bewil
dering. He may, however, find interest in
this article, noting some of the finer as
pects of camellia use.

So you want a camellia ... what pur
pose do you wish it to serve? Do you
wish to form a hedge along your drive
way, or do you wish a hanging basket in
your patio? Do you desire a group of
plants to fill in a shady place, or are you
going for sweepstakes at the Camellia
Show? These are primary considerations
in the acquisition of any plant. Camellias
lend themselves to many special purposes
and I would like to mention these in the
subsequent paragraphs.

Only relatively recently has the practice
of espaliering been applied to camellias,
and in not a very general manner. Certain
varieties lend themselves especially well

"CameUiana" Antioch, California

to this application. We are familiar with
the leggy growth habit of "Lady Clare,"
"Duncan Bell," "Te Deum," "Gigantea"
and many of the tall growing Sasanquas.
These plants, by proper support of the
drooping limbs, can generally be ar
ranged in such a way as to give a very
pleasing effect against a wall or trellis.
The blooms then will stand out instead of
apparently hanging their heads in shame.
Even some of the erect plants such as
"Lady Vansittart" have a branching habit
which, when spread out in fan shape, not
only enhances the natural beauty of the
plant but gives a better demonstration of
the flower and can be used to cover some
area where a full, bushy plant would pro
ject beyond the allowable limits. It is im
possible to enumerate all the varieties
which would fall into this category, but I
am certain if you look over your plants
you will see many which, by this treat
ment, could be changed from a rather
unattractive shrub to one which had some
eye appeal.

More recently the hanging basket has
been applied to camellias with excellent
results. We have always had to contend
with the plant which would not stand up
straight, but would droop regardless of
stakes and pruning. With a little effort
and proper pruning this type of camellia
can be allowed to continue its natural
habit,· producing a very desirable effect
if planted in a container and suspended,
or placed on a table or pedestal. This will
bring the shrub and its flower to any
desirable level, especially the eye level,
with delightful results. One of Harvey
Short's recent introductions called "Sweet
and Low" is especially suitable. While its
flowers are not outstanding they are
pleasant, and the growth habit is such
that the entire basket can be covered with
bright green foliage and the contrasting,
tulip-shaped, single pink flower. There
are many others which have growth habits
that make them amenable to this treat
ment such as "J.]' Pringle Smith," "Donck
elarii," "Francine," and "Chandleri," to
name only a few. In the Sasanqua species
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"Showa-no-Sakae," "White Doves," "Sep
tember Song" and many others show up
well.

Another effective application is in the
use of Ming or Bonsai boxes. These are
especially useful in the treatment of the
10,",,: growing Sasanqua .varieties, some of
which have been mentioned above. Cer
tain ]aponicas are displayed well in this
container. It must be borne in mind that
some care is necessary in the development
of these plants, such as careful pruning
and wiring in order to shape the branches
during the early stages. We use florist's
corsage wire, which can be wrapped
around the branch to be trained and then
bent in whatever form seems most effec
tive. Within a reasonably short time the
wood has hardened off to the point where
the wires may be removed. The use of
weights on branch tips in order to pro
du~e the proper effect is not nearly so
satIsfactory as the wiring. Often the ten
sion of the weight causes the death of
the wood beyond the point of application.
Also in the use of weights very frequently
a sharp arc is produced instead of long,
flowing lines which are much more de
sirable. When completed these boxes are
particularly effective in decoration of en
tries and passageways about the home and
on the patio. We found it necessary to
have redwood boxes built to specifications
to give the desired oriental effect as none
are generally available.

Another application of the camellia is
in the productIon of a standard, as is com
monly done with roses. Here one of the
erect-growing types is trained to extend
straight up with a single straight trunk.
When the trunk has attained sufficient
caliper at the height desired, multiple
watts of one of the drooping types noted
m the paragraph on hanging baskets are
used to form a head. There are, however,
some types-notably "Imura" and some
of the Reticulatas-which can be properly
shaped and directed without the necessity
of grafting, and will form an excellent
standard.

The use of camellias in landscaping is
progressing quite rapidly. Many landscape
architects are now familiar with the use
of camellias in a general plan. I am not

going into cultural discussions as that is
without the scope of this article. How
ever, I believe the discussion of sun and
shade in relation to landscaping is some
what necessary. There are certain varieties
which will withstand full sun, as we all
know. Practically all of the Sasanquas fall
in this group as well as many of the
]ap.onicas. However, the nurseryman sup
plymg the plants must be well informed
as to the particular varieties which are
sun tolerant and also those which are full
shade tolerant. Many camellias will not
tolerate deep shade continuously. It is, of
course, fundamental to have the roots pro
tected on all plants in full sun. This may
be accomplished by deep mulch or by
ground cover, whichever fits in with the
general landscape plan.

In the Southern States, Sasanquas have
long been used to form hedges. These
hedges may be moderately low growing,
such as would result from using "Mine
No-Yuki," "Showa-No-Sakae," "Tanya,"
"September Song" and many others. In
the event a high hedge is desired, any of
the tall growing Sasanquas, such as 'Hi
ryo," "Shishi Fukujin," "Narumi-Gata,"
"Little Gem" and others of that type may
be utilized. When planted 24 to 30 inches
apart, these camellias will spread quite
rapidly so that a dense hedge is obtained
in a relatively short period of time. To
see one of these hedges in bloom is almost
astonishing.

Most of the ]aponicas can be used the
same way, but it is almost essential that
the hedge be of one variety rather than a
collection of varieties, as the rate of
growth and general habit of plants of this
species differs so greatly. Camellia hedges
may be trimmed just as any other hedge
but, of course, before the new growth
starts.

The low growing, spreading type of
Sasanquas also lend themselves to use as
a very effective ground cover. For this
purpose they would be planted rather
closely together in order that the cover
be thick, and here again "Mine-No-Yuki"
and "Showa-No-Sakae" are very satisfac
tory. When used for this purpose, no
pruning would be desirable, the plant be
ing allowed to follow the natural tendency

(Continued on Page 12)
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JUDGING CAMELLIA SEEDLINGS

9

One of the classes in which flowers are Mr. Roy T. Thompson of Glendale con-
entered and judged at camellia shows is tributed an excellent article* devoted to
the category devoted to new camellia consideration of plant breeding goals, and
seedlings-generally restricted to those it so happens that the writer recently had
which have not previously received an occasion to do considerable work which
award. In all of the shows which the required a comprehensive survey of the
writer has attended and exhibited, the sole faults to which camellias in general are
basis for judging is the bloom itself. subject. As an outgrowth of this and the

It has long seemed to us that this is a correspondence with Mr. Hazelwood, the
completely inadequate and, consequently, Cultural Experimentation Committee of
unsatisfactory method of determining the the Northern California Camellia Society
merits of an aspiring new variety, for is now working on the determination of
there are innumerable instances in which a suggested Judging Scale, whereby it is
camellias having a desirable flower possess hoped that the merits of new camellia
foliage or growth faults that more than seedlings, or any camellia, for that mat-
counter-balance the good points exhibited ter, may be rated by some practical
in the bloom. We have in the past ver- yardstick. While it may be decided that
bally expressed the view that, at the very the scale should not be inflexible as to
least, the regulations should require that gradation, nevertheless it would seem de-
a specimen of the foliage be submitted sirable that the factors on which it is
in addition to the flower. While it had based be identical so that at least the
long been felt that the matter was one principles have universal application.
meriting full consideration and discus- In the course of the preliminary work
sion. it had become rather "lost in the referred to, the writer attempted to class-
shuffle", as the saying goes, until Mr. Wal· ify camellia faults into two separate cate-
ter G. Hazelwood, of New South Wales, gories: one relating to plant habit, or
happened to mention in a recent letter those factors which could not be judged
that the Committee on Registration of the from an exhibit of the bloom, the other
progressive and prospering Australian and having to do with flower characteristics,
New Zealand Camellia Research Society exclusively. On the basis of this prelim-
require that at least three blooms with inary appraisal, which is not necessarily
foliage be submitted and, in addition, in- and, in fact, very likely not wholly ac-
variably inspect the plant before approv- curate, it was found that the faults of
ing a new seedling for registration. the plant and its performance were ap-

Now, we quite realize the impractica- proximately twice as important as those
bility of attempting to follow this careful relating solely to the flower! How inade-
and sensible procedure insofar as an quate, then to judge a seedling based
award at a camellia show is concerned, solely upon an examination of the bloom!
for obvious reasons. Furthermore. we be- At such time as the Cultural Experi-
lieve that, in some cases at least, the win- mentation Committee is prepared to re-
ning of a ribbon or cup award at a camel- lease its findings and recommendations,
Iia show by a new seedling is merely a its conclusions in this regard, including a
primary or preliminary step which quali. proposed judging scale, will be set forth
fies such seedling for consideration as to fully herein. It is believed that, if univer-
a higher award, based upon subsequent sal agreement can be reached on the prin-
examination of the plant as a whole. This, dples involved, including the many fac-
we feel, is as it should be, for the judging tors having to do with determination of
scale of any camellia should give proper what constitutes a fault-free camellia, the
weight to all the factors that enter into end result may prove to be an invaluable
the determination of what is, and what is tool in the very difficult task of "rating",
not, a good camellia. or appraising, camellias in general and

In a recent issue of this publication, new seedlings in particular.-D.L.F.

* See Vol. 9, No.2, January, 1956, "What About Camellia Seedling Objectives?"
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OLEIFERA REAPPRAISED
L. Burr Belden, San Bernardino, California

Camellia lovers in the United States
have available a species of their favorite
flower that will take sub-zero tempera
tures, blossom profusely early in the sea
son, grow a superior root system, produce
a relatively fragrant flower, be an excel
lent seed bearer, and hybridize readily.
Yet this species, oleifera, is generally
overlooked among the dozen or so of the
genus Camellia which are readily available
to growers in California and elsewhere in
this country.

It was but a few years ago that C. olei
fera, the well known "oil camellia" of
China, was first generally sought for. Sev
eral nuserymen imported what they were
told, on supposedly good authority, was
C. oleifera, but what they obtained was
generally some variety of C. sasanqua.
One, "Narumi-Gata," is still sometimes
designated as "Oleifera McIlhenny Gar
dens." Another is "Oleifera Wisley" and
yet another probable one is "Oleifera
Hastie." It is not about these incorrectly
identified varieties, but rather toward the
true C. oleifera that this article is directed.
After such a hunt for this species-a hunt
engaged in by a considerable segment of
our camellia hobbyists-C. oleifera was
obtained, planted, watched for a season
or twO, and either forgotten, cut down
for root stock, or relegated to the back lot.

There was apparently good cause for
the general devaluation of this species
which resulted, chiefly the somewhat
gawky or rangy growth habit of young
plants which remind one of some children
in that stage when they appear all arms
and legs. We have heard the same com
plaint about C. reticulata, but fortunately
for the popularity of the latter species, its
beautiful flower forms were given a
chance to make an impression that out
weighed the drawbacks of the relatively
awkward plant. Not so with C. oleifera,
its five-petaled white flowers just didn't
grow large enough to offset what ap
peared as drawbacks in the shrub itself.

Somewhat belatedly, during 1956, we
learn that a Government horticultural
agency* has established C. oleifera as one
of the hardiest of all camellia species, one
that has successfully withstood -9 de
grees F. While a single observation does
not necessarily mean every oleifera can
be regarded as a companion planting to
tundra, or even aspen, it is an excellent
indication that we have a camellia adapt
able to a considerably larger part of these
United States than the so-called "camellia
belt."

As one who has enjoyed studying the
individuality of the numerous small
brother and sister species of our favorite
C. japonica, I consider that, even aside
from its relatively fine cold resistance,
there is ample reason for a general reap
praisal of C. oleifera, even though I have
seen it mentioned only three times in ad
vertisements of the five camellia publica-

*U. S. Department of Agriculture, Plant Intro
duction Station, Glenn Dale, Md.-Ed.

AGE BRINGS BEAUTY-Camellia oleifera at 3

(left) is the "ugly cygnet," but at 1S years

(right) has become the "beautiful swan." The

older plant is at Nuccio's Nurseries, Altadena,
California..
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tions I receive, and know of its being
offered by but four nurseries. That which
we have described as "rangy" little olei
fera will, in a few years, become a thing
of beauty every month in the year, its
leaves slightly lighter than its neighbor
ing japonicas. If it is of the strain we
have known in California as C. oleosa, its
trunk will be erect with reddish bark and
the branches will have a pendant tendency.
In October and November the beautiful
shrub will be truly spectacular, a veritable
mass of white blossoms. The first blooms
are often slightly larger and have a crinkly
appearance.

Currently I am growing what appear to
be three varieties of oleifera but their dif
ference seems solely in the bush rather
than in the flower. All are reputedly the
"true oleifera," but such minor variations
are not at all surprising from a species so
widely grown in the Orient. As a stock
plant it is difficult to find an equal to
this species. In fact several nuserymen use
it largely for this purpose. I don't place
the fragrance factor too high on the scale
any more than I do the oil-giving proper-

FLOWER FORM-There are several variations in

different strains of Camellia oleifera but the dif

ferences are in the plant. The flower form is

the same-a five-petaled white with golden

tipped stamens.

ties of its seeds, which reputedly is fine
for hair dressing, salads, cooking and even
for fuel. Personally I see no chance of
weaning milady away from her favorite
beauty shop, and I am a bit partial to
electricity over oil lamps.

There remains C. oleifera's potency as
both a seed and pollen parent in hybridiz·
ing, a phase in which I have been
prompted most ably by Mr. Ronnie Carr
of Tulare, who has several hybrids grown
from seed of hand-pollinated flowers. By
crossing C. oleifera with C. hiemalis
"Showa-No-Sakae," Carr has produced an
unbelievably beautiful hybrid he calls
"Big Mo." Another cross with C. vernalis
"Dawn" has produced a fine flower, "Semi
Ramis." As yet there is no progeny the
originator considers truly commercial.
These interesting experimental ones un
fortunately shatter too easily to survive
long as cut flowers, but they have opened
an entirely new vista of possibility in
hybrids of C. oleifera with other species.

Cold resistance properties of such hy
brids should be most rewarding. Crosses
with C. hiemalis, C. sasanqua and C. ver
nalis would be unions of two cold-resist
ant parents. Given the extra hardiness of
some hybrids, it is not improbable prog
eny will be developed that are extremely
cold resistant. C. oleifera is said to have a
chromosome count of 2N=90 which is
the same as C. pitardii, C. reticulata and
C. sasanqua. None would discount the
possibility of a hybrid combining the
beauty and size of C. reticulata plus cold
tolerance properties of C. oleifera. Of
course, some doubtless may inherit con
verse qualities.

This little article is no atternpt at a
treatise. Rather it is one hobbyist's ob
servations, which lead to his opinion that
a reappraisal of this neglected species is
long overdue. Here we have a onetime
cygnet we thought ugly which, while we
were looking elsewhere, has grown into a
beautiful swan. It well deserves promo
tion from the back-lot position.
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Fresno, California

$50 and up per plant. Many of them have
acquired the fundamental spirit of gar
dening that lessens the tension of imme
diacy in all things horticulturally. In look
ing over these various types of camellia
buyers, I find it difficult to see which
among them is going to buy an inferior
plant that carries a glamorous name, nor
one who would refuse to buy a superior
plant because of its name.

Why, then, should not this practical
suggestion be amplified? There are at
least plenty, if not toO many, seedlings
being introduced each year to bear all the
names man can devise to confuse the
buyer, the show judges, and above all the
show classification committee. If in any
measure we can simplify, let us do so,
and we can by adding descriptive material
to the name of the original introduction
for all sports and mutations whether oc
curring naturally or by virus-induced
grafting.

Being an avid "Finlandia" fan, I would
be immediately interested in a pink form
of it, and "Finlandia Pink" describes it
better than does "Monte Carlo". We all
know the blooming habits, hardiness and
cultural requirements of that outstanding
old-timer "Dai-Kagura". Wouldn't we
know what we had and how to treat it
better if it were "Dai-Kagura White",
rather than "Conrad Hilton"? Certainly
no one can complain about the popularity
of "Adolphe Audusson Special", even if
it has no high-pressure so-called sales or
sex appeal special name. So I say "amen"
to common sense and simplicity.

of the particular variety. During the
formative period, frequently they are
staked down to the ground to encourage
spreading.

In summation, I hope I have brought
to your attention some new and interest
ing applications of camellias. It has been
noted that many of the people who go
through the nursery remark about the
varied uses on display, comments being
such as: "I never knew you could have

NOMENCLATURE
Milo Rowell

The suggestion of David L. Feathers on
nomenclature, in his article (which orig
inally appeared in the July, 1956 issue of
this publication and was reproduced in
the American Camellia Society's Octo
ber 1956 issue of the 'Quarterly'), is most
strongly seconded. The work of camellia
enthusiasts and the various societies is
resulting in reasonable standardization of
names of older varieties in the camellia
specialist nurseries, and in time will filter
through the entire trade, even into smaller
general nurseries. I believe most wholesale
growers are just as anxious as amateur
collectors to standardize nomenclature, as
from an enlightened self-interest they
realize that a customer irritated by a
duplication of purchases through faulty
nomenclature is a lost customer.

But this alone is not a complete solu
tion to problems and irritants in nomen
clature. The permanent popularity of a
camellia is its own quality. A fancy name
may induce its purchase when it is first
marketed, though this appeal is usually
overstressed. There are many types of
camellia buyers, the avid collector who
requires everything, the selective con
noisseur who carefully selects the best of
the new and the old, the one who wants
only the newest, etc., but, basically, the
big market is the average camellia society
member who enjoys the hobby in most of
its various facets and endeavors to select
a reasonable number of the best of the
new camellias to supplement his basic
collection. This large group as a whole
does not choose to buy the new camellias
when they are first introduced at $35 to

TRY THIS ON YOUR CAMELLIA (Cont.)
camellias in a hanging basket," or
"Aren't those cute in the bonsai boxes", or
"I think I'll send this hanging basket
camellia to Aunt Mary in the hospital.
I know she'd like it and she can take it
home for the patio". I am sure all of you
who are sufficiently interested and will
look over your collection of plants will
find many of them adaptable to some of
these purposes, thereby adding novelty to
the entire garden.
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A mulch, or mulching, has been de
fined as "A layer of material spread on
the soil above the roots of plants with the
object of (1) supplying 'food' for the
plant, (2) conserving soil moisture, or
(3) preventing sudden fluctuations in
temperature,"* When we are dealing with
broad-leaved evergreens such as the ca
mellia, which do not go completely dor
mant, at least in the fullest sense, there is
greater necessity for doing all that we can
to minimize the fluctuation of tempera
ture and moisture as between one seasonal
extreme and another, for an evergreen,
unlike a deciduous plant, must maintain
its leaf structure at all times and against
all weather. There is the further important
point that, in the case of the camellia, the
roots are comparatively close to the sur
face and thus more sensitive to tempera
ture and moisture changes.

It is believed that camellia authorities
are in pretty general agreement on the
necessity for mulching, whether the plants
are grown in the ground or in containers.
There are, however, a number of ways in
which a camellia may be mulched, as well
as a wide variety of suitable materials,
The best and most common example is,
of course, that shown us by Nature. Walk
ing through our garden following the
first frosts of the season, evidence of the
natural mulching process lies everywhere
about. In particular, deciduous oaks sup
ply a carpet of fallen leaves which, if un
disturbed, will soon provide a fairly heavy
layer of insulation-and, acid plant food.
Thus the time of year in which the ca
mellia growing wild receives the greatest
amount of mulching is fall and winter,
and it may be assumed that, by spring,
this humus will have decayed sufficiently
to provide some nourishment for the
growing season. It would seem to follow,
therefore, that late fall is the natural time
of year for a camellia to receive its annual
mulch.

The writer recalls reading with inter
est recently an account in which it was
noted as rather remarkable that a camellia

* Royal Horticultural Society's "Dictionary of
Gardening."

would prosper in an environment where
there were large stones or rocks surround
ing the plant. Superficially, this might
seem a very undesirable thing-to have
the ground surface cluttered up with rocks
where a camellia is growing. As a matter
of fact, however, it is a very natural con
dition, for the camellia is as much a habi
tant of the hills, where rocks abound, as
it is of the valleys. In fact, where there
are rocks or stepping stones on the ground
about trees, one usually finds feeder roots
at the surface immediately underneath
them, for such material acts as "ground
cover" of a sort. Thus, anything that serves
to maintain uniformity of soil tempera
ture and moisture, facilitates the entry of
water or prevents caking or sealing off
the surface of the ground, is a "ground
cover" and, as such, helpful to the plant.
In this regard, I am reminded constantly
of what appears to be a paradoxical situ
ation at our place-camellias growing in
the ground immediately adjacent to a
paved roadway and exposed to afternoon
sun which, furthermore, reflects upon
them from the paving-yet all seem to
do exceptionally well, including the sup
posedly tender whites. One can only con
clude that the camellia roots have found
their way under and into the baserock of
the roadway, which conserves the moisture
and insulates against heat and cold.

Consequently, the writer is of opinion
that almost anything that will meet ob
jectives (2) and (3) above will serve
satisfactorily as a mulch, and I mean this
literally. In fact, we would add a fourth
objective: "to keep the ground surface
open and loose, so that water may readily
enter." Living on a hillside, one of the
real problems is to get water penetration
rather than run-off. The best answer to
this problem, aside from prolonged, mist
like sprinkling, is a ground cover that
will prevent the formation of mud which
seals off the soil's "pores," with the result
that the water can only run off. For this
purpose, there is nothing better than a
coarse mulch, which not only prevents
formation of the mud-film but conditions
the top-soil and makes it loose and friable.
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The materials that may be used as a
mulch are many and varied, and they run
the gamut from ordinary newspaper to
rocks and large stones. To meet all the
purposes, however, again we must go back
to nature, for there is nothing better than
the magnificent carpet which one finds
in the woods. Here are all of the requi
sites: food, moisture retainer, insulation
and soil conditioner! Why, then, try to
improve upon this? Here, too, is another
thing the camellia dearly loves-a mild
and natural acidifier. Needles of any kind
including redwood, leaves of oak, bay or
laurel (quite acid), walnut, eucalyptus
(said to be the best there is for azaleas),
in the rotting or rotted stage, are excel
lent. Sawdust, shavings, wood chips, tar
paper, rolls of rock-wool insulator, peanut
hulls, bagasse, fruit pits, coffee chaff, rice
hulls, straw, granulated bark, decayed
wood and, of course, composts, peat and
sphagnum mosses and the like-all are
used successfully. In fact, some time soon
the writer is going to experiment with a
"gravel mulch." There is a lot to be said
for the use of gravel as a ground cover,
particularly where camellia petal blight
is a factor. If not too fine, one need not
fear the fallen petal, for without direct
contact with the ground, there is little
chance that the sclerotium, if present, will
have a chance to take root, and it would
be a bar to weeds and pests of that kind.
On the other hand, one always finds mois
ture under loose gravel and, what is really
ideal, the surface will dry Out quickly al
though it remains moist underneath;
furthermore, the ground stays open and
receptive to water. There is, of course,
no nutritional nor acidifying value, but
a gravel mulch would seem to offer much
promise under given conditions. (l have
been rather amazed to find seedlings
rooted in apparently barren gravel-the
long tap-root reaching down to the soil.)

Coming to the use of mulches in con
tainer culture, there is even greater neces
sity here than in the case of camellias
grown naturally. Here the soil area is so
limited it is more subject to drying out,
temperature fluctuation and loss of nutri
ents, and under these conditions, the hu
mus or animal-manure types are indicated.

There is also the important matter of
acidity maintenance. After years of ex
perimentation, we have concluded that a
mulch consisting of compost in which
pine or other needles has been incorpor
ated, with manure added if desired, seems
to meet all requirements best. Pine needles,
ground fine in a compost grinder, to
which a small amount of light, sandy soil
had been added as a binder, proved not
to be as good as the compost combination,
primarily because it tended to dry out
quickly and "float," unless put on very
thickly. Our little and usually most help
ful friends, the birds, also took to scratch
ing in this loose stuff and one had to be
very careful in watering, also, to avoid
spilling it out and messing up the place.
In combination with compost, however,
it holds its position much better and un
questionably provides far more nourish
ment. (One should be careful when plant
ing in containers to leave at least 3 inches
of space at the top to hold the mulch in
place and provide room for easy water
ing.)

In addition to the "inanimate" mulches,
there are, of course, the green (living)
mulches or ground covers. About the best
example I can think of in this type, where
camellias are concerned, is the garden
lawn. One of the finest camellia plants I
have ever seen was grown by people who
knew little about their culture but, out of
necessity due to space limitations, planted
one in a little tongue of lawn, surrounded
by grass. Because the lawn had to be
watered regularly, the camellia was main
tained uniformly moist and the sod
"mulch" kept its roots cool even though
the plant was right out in the open. There
seems to be something about sad soil that
camellias like-perhaps the aeration pro
vided by the intricate roots-and it is an
ideal additive to the compost heap.

However, lawn or other cut grass while
still green is generally unsuitable for
mulching because it tends to mat and
shut off the air and it should not be used
in that state unless first thoroughly mixed
with partly rotted humus.

Insofar as the removal of old mulch is
concerned, except in the case of container
culture we never bother to do so as the

(Continued on Page 18)
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Pretty soon now they will be holding
their Camellia Shows again-that incredi
ble annual event in which so few exert
so much effort for so many-that labor of
love and exuberance which no crass finan
cial reward ever could induce!

When it was all over last year, and I
had finally crawled back to the protective
shelter of home and bed, I solemnly
vowed "Never again!" but here I am, up
before dawn, traveling a couple hundred
miles, to stand on my feet four or five
hours, with hunger gnawing inside of
me, eschewing that smoke I want so badly,
and all for the privilege of being called
an ignoramus, a dolt, incompetent, unin
formed, heartless and, in general, a per
son thoroughly unqualified to pass upon
the merits of the horticultural skill of his
betters. But, unless I have the good for
tune to totally wreck this car enroute, in
which case some measure of compassion
may attend my last rites, then, and only
then, shall I be regarded as an upright
citizen, who did what he thought was
his proper chore when duty called. So, if
I manage by clever engineering to avoid
the pitfalls of the highway, it will only
be to undergo once more that living death
which is not an end-mortification of my
soul!

How would they know, for example,
that last year, after solid and liquid nour
ishment had fortified me sufficiently to
embolden a return to the scene of the
crime, that I happened to be standing in
the wings, behind that large, potted plant,
rather dizzily bemusing, when they started
tearing us poor judges limb from limb?
Albeit a little befuddled and disarmed by
that last cocktail, my aural organs were
functioning perfectly and what I heard
should never fall on the ears of a sensi
tive person! I didn't mind so much the
profanity, the allusions to our forbears,
the deprecations of our ability nor the
caustic criticism in general, bur when my
physical attributes, including my eyesight,
are attacked, then I see red and look blue
-in the face, that is! It was precisely at
this moment that I was about to tear the

place apart when reason prevailed-oh,
yes, I might mention in passing that all
those fellows were bigger than I and,
from what they said, a lot madder. So,
taking refuge in the thought that I am
rather the intellectual than physical type
anyway, I dropped off into a soliloquy
instead, which is far more compensating
and certainly calculated to be less painful.
Out of that imaginative incident and some
really heavy thinking emerges this gem
of wisdom:

Believe it or not, Camellia Show judges,
being mortal are subject to man's weak
nesses and to the same imperfections
common to their fellows! As such, they
will occasionally err and, no matter how
hard they steel themselves against it, per
sonal preference will sometimes prevail.
That is simply human nature and, though
some may argue otherwise, as I said be
fore show judges are human beings. On
the other hand, they will even bend over
backward (and I mean that almost lit
erally when it comes to some of the flow
ers on the far side of the table) to do
justice to everyone.

It is not the tendency of the general
public to bother with technical details;
yet the very basis of judging flowers is
technical-there are judging scales in
which fixed percentages must be allotted
to those characteristics deemed of great
est importance in the determination of a
perfect bloom. The public, for example,
will not see the blemish on the far side
of that otherwise unbeatable blossom and,
as all exhibitors are canny enough to hide
the faults of their exhibits as best they
can, it is no wonder your conscientious
judge goes home with a sore back, stretch
ing and bending to get the "low down"
on each contest where the competition is
close.

Then there is the almost impossible
task of "selling" the merits of a partic
ularly well-grown flower when the variety
is of the prosaic sort; that is, if flowers are
judged by form instead of separately by
variety. Inevitably the flashy, novel or
new sorts will catch the judges' (and,
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incidentally, the public's) eye. Or if it is
a case of a small flower versus a large
one, where the varieties are different but
competed in the same class. This is not as
it should be, but it is awfully hard to get
excited about a "Nobilissima".

Then there is the time factor. Even
the best-intentioned Judges' Chairman
often gets so wound up in his instruc
tions to the judges-or in his pre-judging
refreshment huddle with them-as to
overlook the fact that he has s€veral thou
sands of blooms in hundreds of classes,
each of which must be at least casually
examined and many of which must be
gone over with a microscope, figuratively
speaking. Time runs out, people are wait
ing for the show to open and almost
beating on the doors-the word is given
that the judging must be speeded up and
then, as is always the case when one tries
to hurry a job which really requires de
liberation, a mistake is made and some
injustice done. Then some poor exhibitor,
who has striven so hard to prevail, finds
himself an also-ran and, as is perfectly
natural, lets out a howl of anguish that
"those judges don't know a good flower
when they see one". Well, the poor
wretches have but one pair of eyes and
can only be in one place at a time, and
maybe they didn't get a chance to ponder
over their choice long enough to draw
that fine line of distinction between a
blue ribbon and none at all, as often hap
pens where the competition is close and
the flowers numerous.

Then there is the case of the fellow
whose misfortune it is to have the best
bloom he ever grew of that variety fully
mature two weeks before the show. So
what does he do? Well, he picks it at its
height and then stores it in the ice-box
a couple of weeks, taking the old fellow

to the show and propping him up as best
he can. Sad to relate, though, that in the
few hours which will elapse before the
judges get a look at him, the preservative
effect of cold temperature has worn off
and the old fellow has begun to show his
age, if, in fact, he hasn't flopped on his
face completely. Thus it is that once again
youth prevails and the venerable old
bloom may be fortunate to finish third..

I come finally to that particular aspect
of judging which is most difficult and
which is the convincer in the mind of the
typical exhibitor that the judges are a
bunch of knuckleheads. That is the in
superable task of selecting, not the best
flower of its kind, but the best flower in
the Showl Here is an assignment that is
calculated to baffle the wisdom of a Solo
mon! In fact, if one were to seek assidu
ously to find a single point of greatest
possible contention, this would be it. It
is difficult enough to determine with ac
curacy the best flower of a variety or a
class, but to take ten or twenty "best flow
ers" and select THE ONE super-best,
when you are dealing with big ones, little
ones, showy ones, delicate ones, and with
all the many flower forms and colors
well, friends, here is where your already
frazzled judge puts his head into the
hornet's nest for fair!

Happily, good people, there is a moral
to all this. Never take a Camellia Show
too seriously! Remember, this is all for
fun, everybody is trying to do his bit and,
after all, it really didn't matter much to
you anyway, did it? What did you say
you'd have given your right arm? Aw
well, fellow, remember what us judlSes
always say: "Sure we ain't perfect but
our mistakes will average our." And I'm
sure you'll agree that its your turn to be
lucky next time!

THIS IS YOUR INVITATION
In 1954, Sacramento inaugurated The

Camellia Festival, which is composed of
a number of events of interest and ties
into the Grand Finale, The Sacramento
Camellia Show.

The following outline of the program
to which Sacramento invites you, will
assist you in making your plans to attend:

Camellia Queen Contest, March 1, 1957
Camellia Ball, March 1, 1957
Children's Camellia Parade, March 2
Camellia Folk Dance Festival, March 3
Camellia Show, March 9 and 10, 1957
You are cordially invited to attend all

of these events, and we hope to see you
at the Festival and Show. -Dick Brown
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One of the interesting, and sometimes
exasperating, characteristics of the camel
lia flower is its variability of form in some
varieties because of climatic or cultural
differences. The writer, in common with
many other camellia enthusiasts, has a
number of times in the past purchased
duplicate plants of a given variety grow
ing in some other locality simply because
of the habit of the flower to hold its bud
center, rabbit-ear or attain some form un
common to our immediate area that was
more desirable than what we have. Vari
eties in which the variability of center as
between bud form and open occurs in
clude MATHOTIANA, PURITY (Shira
giku) and, at times, KUMASAKA, among
others, while FINLANDIA VARIE
GATED has been seen in full peonyform
although it is typically semi-double.
LADY KAY will, in some environments,
hold its petals high and with a center
that is practically closed, while in other
localities it will be a fairly flat flower,
not much different than VILLE DE NAN
TES.

Based on our own observations, it
would appear that this difference results
almost entirely from temperature. With
LADY KAY, for example, we have noted
that, when grown in the shade, it will
have almost vertical petalage pretty faith
fully, whereas it tends to look very much
like VILLE DE NANTES in a sunny sit
uation. Again, MATHOTIANA in the
shade will give us some bud centers but
opens flat, with refracted petals and a far
inferior flower, in the sun. It has also
been noted that the early season flowers
have the upright tendency much more
than those which bloom later on, evi
dently because the weather is colder at
that time. It will be recalled that the full
doubles are not so satisfactory in the
South, where they will fail to open prop
erly under subnormal temperatures unlike

those which have some stamens-another
indication that cold tends toward tight
ness of the bloom; also, that such varieties
as ELEGANS and others which have full
petalet centers here will show mostly sta
mens in a hot climate.

Around Sacramento, on the other hand,
where the temperatures average higher
than here, one seldom sees petalets on
LADY CLARE, whereas it is quite com
mon in the San Francisco Bay area. These
two localities are only 90 miles apart. In
the Los Angeles area, some 400 miles
south, the flower form often will differ
considerably, the tendency again being
toward more stamens and a generally flat
ter bloom, which would make some flow
ers larger. When the writer judges in
Southern California, he prefers to work
with someone from that area, to permit
checking from time to time regarding
what is the characteristic flower form lo
cally. The differences are sometimes quite
remarkable.

Environment, then, and temperature
will play an important part in the per
formance of many camellias, particularly
the irregular and petalet-centered types.
JOSHUA YOUTZ will, in early season,
often be a perfectly symmetrical bloom
that looks like a formal, particularly
when grown in the shade, but will open
up and twist and twirl as the days get
warmer. Adolphe Audusson is at the mo
ment opening flowers having more petal
ets, unfortunately, than stamens, due no
doubt to our long spell of dry, cold
weather. Thus it is important to recog
nize that the form of many camellias, es
pecially the irregular types, will often vary
considerably according to environment.
This should be taken into consideration
when purchasing a plant and your nurs
eryman consulted as to the best planting
site, if a difference in flower form is an
important factor. -D.L.F.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
CAMELLIA SOCIETY OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY'S show will be at the Civic

Auditorium in San Jose, and in order to obtain this desirable site have been obliged to
move up their date to Sunday, February 24th-l0 a.m. to 6 p.m. Flower arrangements
and miniature garden scenes will be included. While non-competitive, the usual inter
esting review table will be a highlight. Come down and help us open the season!
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SHOW BUSINESS-SOME FURTHER THOUGHTS (Cant.!
to take place. Cut out dozens of cardboard onstrations are usually best located around
strips the size of the tables which are to the perimeter of the show area. The ar-
be used and begin moving them around rangemenr section, as previously stated, is
on the plan until a good circulation pat- best located partially screened from the
tern is in evidence. Next locate an inter- main floor displays by props suitably de-
esting attraction at the main hall en- signed for that specific purpose. Special
trance. This might be an elaboration of lighting may be in order for the arrange-
the show theme, a garden scene, or a ments.
massed display of competitive trays of Public enjoyment can be helped by hav-
like blooms. The Information desk is pref- ing every element of the show properly
erable at the right and near the front of showcarded and explained. Containers for
the hall. Sometimes a Hostess table is de- cut blooms are always a cumbersome ele-
sirable and mayor may not be located at ment of the shows, and I feel that the
rhe Information table. Another focal ultimate has not yet been reached in
point on the floor is the trophy award streamlining a method of literally rolling
rable. This should be glamorized con- out and rolling up the show without using
siderably by a well designed extravagant containers. The real Blue Ribbon Winner
feature spot lighted and given plenty of will be someone who can name a suitable
space for appreciation by the crowds. The absorbent mat that looks well when rolled
best color display of the show is from the
flat blooms on the tables and these are out onto the tables, holds the bloom in
usually most effective when located down position, retains moisture, and maintains
through the middle of the show. Special the bloom substance for the duration of
collections, educational displays and dem- the show!

MULCHES AND GROUND COVERS (Cant.!
come accustomed to its protection, the
mulch should never be removed for ex
tended periods, particularly during the
warm weather seasons. Stripping the soil
naked under such conditions may cause
serious, if not fatal damage to the root
system. This should be carefully kepr in
mind by those who endeavor to combat
petal blight by removal of the mulch-a
control measure. Unless it is promptly re
placed by clean mulch or some other suit
able form of ground cover, the shock to
the plant, especially one in a fairly sunny
situation, will be as bad or worse than
that resulting from transplanting a ca
mellia from a shady to a sunny position.

-D.L.F.

material used so completely rots that it re
duces to only a small fraction of its origi
nal depth and thus builds up very slowly.
While over a period of time heavy mulch
ing will tend to raise the soil level some
what, on sloping ground this does not
seem to be at all detrimental, partly be
cause the surface material is so very light
and porous, in any case. We would be in
clined to advocate rather shallow planting,
never removing the old mulch, and thus
building up a crown of light, friable soil
about the plant eventually. In the case of
containers, it is periodically necessary to
remove old mulch in order to make space,
both for the new mulch and for watering.
When shallow-rooted plants have once be-

SALUENENSIS V5. SASANQUA (Cant.!
good points, including a tremendous de- to stay and it is going to be the source
sire to grow and amazing fertility. The of many important additions to our ca-
foliage of some of the hybrids bears a melliana. Efforts are now· being made to
striking resemblance to certain of the re- cross sasanqua with other species, in the
ticulatas-in all respects-size, color, sub- endeavor to improve its bloom size and
stance and veination. It will be most in- life and, at the same time, retain its many
teresting to see how far we can develop desirable qualities. It would be interesting
the great potentialities of C. saluenensis. to see what would result from a cross of
Of one thing we may be sure-it is here saluenensis x sasanqua.
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WHAT DO YOU WANT IN A CAMElLIA?
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Those of you who have read rhis far than rhar of raking a poll of "Your Fa-
unquesrionably have profired by rhe in- vori re Camellias." I recall vivid:y rhar,
formarion and suggesrions comained in quite a few years ago, rhe Bulletin pub-
Dr. John Lawson's ineeresring arricle on lished a symposium on "My Choice If
rhe varied uses of camellias, which serves Limired co Ten Camellias."* In rhe 1957
excellendy ro emphasize rhe differem ob- Rhododendron and Camellia Yearbook of
jecrives which morivare people in rhe ac- rhe Royal Horriculrural Sociery, which
quisirion of rhese superb plams. Too much has jusr come ro hand, appears a Selec-
srress cannor be laid upon rhis poim, for tion of Five Favorires by some of rhe mosr
rhe firsr misrake rhe poremial purchaser celebrared camellia connoisseurs in rhe
of a camellia can make is ro lose sighr of world. Now, a survey of such scope in-
rhe purpose he or she has in mind and evirably wiJI reflecr a very wide diversiry
become swayed by rhe entrancing flower of selecrion, because ir involves all sorrs
of a plam roraJIy unsuired ro rhe imended of considerarions, including rhe facr rhar
purpose. Inasmuch as we are now righr rhe group, as a whole, have such broad
in rhe middle of rhe camellia buying sea- horriculruraJ experience and faciliries, rhar
son, ir is rimely, parricularly for rhose less a definire leaning roward rhe esrheric and
experienced in such maners, rhar we de- novel musr narurally be expecred. There
vore a lirrle rhoughr and space ro rhis are also very diverse climaric and culrural
subjecr. considerarions involved, which would be

There is perhaps no more imeresring bound ro influence rhe selecrion. The ren
"indoor sporr" wirh camellia emhusiasrs comriburors were as follows:

Lord Aberconway, Bodnam, Nonh Wales
T. H. Findlay, Windsor Grear Park, England
Miss E. Godman, Sourh Lodge, Horsham, England
Dr. H. H. Hume, Gainesville, Florida
Sir Giles Loder, Leonardslee, Sussex, England
Cape. . McEacharn, Villa Taranto, Lago Maggiore, Iraly
Ralph S. Peer, Park Hill, Los Angeles, California
E. de Rorhschild, Exbury, near Sourhampwn, England
Mrs. B. Leslie Urquharr, Sharprhorne, Sussex, England
Prof. E. G. Warerhouse, Gordon, New Sourh Wales, Ausrralia

As mighr be expecred, rhe selecrions tive indicarion of irs rising populariry. Ir
were norable for rheir individualiry, radler was radler amazing co rhe wrirer rhar such
rhan similariry. Our of rhe wral of 50 ca- exrremely popular and sarisfacrory, as well
mellias named (acrually, only 47 varieries as complerely esrablished, camellias as
were selecred, 3 being species) rhere was ELEGANS, ALBA PLENA and MAG-
concurrence only wirh respecr ro rhe fol- NOLIAFLORA, received bur a single vore
lowing: -only 2 per cem supporr-and rhar such

ADOLPHE AUDUSSON (4vores) superb varieries as DEBUTANTE, NAG-
MATHOTIANA (4vores) ASAKI, KUMASAKA, C. M. WILSON
DONCKELARI (3 vores) (probably because ir has nor yer received
]. C. WILLIAMS (3 vores) world-wide disrriburion) and perhaps one
LADY CLARE (2 vores) or rwo ochers did nor even receive "hon-
HANA FUKI (2 vores) orable memion"l
DONAnON (2 vores) All rhis simply serves w emphasize

No orher camellia received more rhan whar we asked in rhe beginning-"whar
a single vore. The sa!uenensis x japonica do YOU wane in a camellia'" If you wam
(Williamsii) hybrids as a group received a dependable, vigorous, relarively handy
a roral of 6 vores, or 12 per cem of rhe camellia rhar is easy ro grow, handsome
wral-a rremendous expression of confi- as a shrub and one rhar bears complerely
dence in rhis relarively new rype and posi- sarisfacrory flowers, suirable for Clming,

See Vol. 3, No.2, Dec. 1949 issue.
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wearing or juSt leaving on the bush, then erence is bound to enter inco the choice of
you should by all means, especially if you any camellia-some like only the big
are juSt starting, base your collection on flashy ones, others ptefer the delicate
the srandatd, tried and true, popular and tOnes regardless of size-and so it goes.
inexpensive varieties. There is no guess- However, the wise amateur gatdener will
work about them-they have long since base his camellia collection, first, on a
proven themselves. The writer has always small group that will collectively meet
said thar, if he could have bur one ca- the following essential quali fications plus
mellia, it would probably be ELEGANS- the primary requirements rhat the plant
a camellia without a fault. Personal pref- grow properly and have a good flower.

( 1) Bloom over a long season-early to late
(2) Embrace all of the basic flower colors
( 3) Embrace most of the basic flower forms
(4) Have the proper growth habit for the purpose intended
(5) Be reasonably inexpensive and readily available

For the purpose of an American Camel- of 10 camellias, chosen to meet the above
lia Society survey, the writer recently sub- requirements, and intended for the be-
mitted the following suggested collection ginner:

1. ADOLPHE AUDUSSON (red or vgtd., semi-db!.) E-M
2. ALBA PLENA (white, full double) E-M
3. C. M. WILSON (light pink, anemoneform) E-M
4. DAIKAGURA, or (loose db!. to semi-db!., red or vgtd.) E

JOSHUA YOUTZ (irreg. db!., white) E
5. DEBUTANTE (light pink, peonyform) E-M
6. DONCKELARI, or (semi-db!., red or vgtd.) E-M

VILLE DE NA TES (semi-db!., red or vgtd.) E-M
or LADY KAY (semi-db!, vgtd) E-M

7. ELEANOR HAGOOD (light pink, full double) L
8. ELEGANS, or (anemoneform, deep pink vgtd.) E-M

ELEGANS PINK (anemoneform, deep pi nk) E-M
9. EMPEROR OF RUSSIA (irreg. db! to semi-db!., deep red) M

10. KUMASAKA (pink, rose cast, semi-db!) M-L
E-early E-M-early-midseason M-midseason M-L-midseason-Iare L-Iare

Notable for its absence from the above CHAS. COBB is one of the best ball-
list is a double or formal red. The writer shaped reds, blooming about mid-season,
does nor consider that we have a really the Other twO being fairly late. Neither
good, all-around satisfactOry formal red do we Jist a striated or striped variegated
camellia at present, bur for those who with a basically white background. FIN-
wish to include that type, we would rec- LANDIA VARIEGATED (Aurora Bo-
ommend either COQUETTI (GLEN 40), realis), an irregular semi-double bloom-
or C. M. HOVEY (COL. FIREY). MRS. ing mid-season, fills the bill excellently.

-D.L.F.

MORE ON OUR CAMELLIA SHOWS FOR 1957
The NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CAMELLIA SOCIETY will hold its annual com

petitive Show this year in Walnut Creek, at the Festival Hall, in the Recreation Center,
on the weekend of March 16-17, considerably later than usua!. This is in keeping with
a new plan of rotating the show among the centers of camellia interest in the wide geo
graphical region the Society covers. A feature will be arrangements supervised by the
Oakland Flower Show School, besides many Other interesting exhibits.

PACIFIC CAMELLIA SOCIETY will again participate in a joint show to be held
March 2-3, 1957, at Descanso Gardens, La Canada, in conjunction with the other Camellia
Societies in the Los Angeles area.
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